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Abstract

The corrosion resistance of conventional (AA2024-T3, AA6082-T6 and 
AA7050-T7451) and the new generation (AA2050-T84, AA2098-T351, AA2198-T8, 
and AA2198-T851) precipitation-hardened alloys has been studied and compared 
using electrochemical and non-electrochemical approaches. The AA6082-T6 was 
the most resistant alloy followed by the new generation Al-Cu-Li alloys, except the 
AA2050-T84. All the alloys exhibited pseudo-passivity, except for the AA2024-T3 
alloy which presented the highest number of pitting sites per cm2 and also exhib-
ited the most insidious form of corrosion amongst the alloys tested. However, the 
alloy with the highest corrosion depth was the AA2050-T84 alloy followed by the 
AA2024-T3 and AA7050-T7451 alloys. Intergranular corrosion was associated with 
rapid rates of penetration. In addition to the microstructural features of the alloys 
before corrosion, the modes of localized corrosion in the alloys were also influenced 
by evolving microstructural features (such as re-deposited Cu) during corrosion.

Keywords: wrought Al alloys, new-generation Al alloys, localized corrosion, 
microstructure, SEM

1. Introduction

New generation Al alloys are being developed to meet lightweight requirements 
in the automotive and aerospace sectors. For a successful introduction, the alloys 
must possess specific strengths, mechanical properties and corrosion resistance 
superior or at least equal to those exhibited by conventionally used Al alloys. 
Concerning corrosion, the currently used high strength 2xxx and 7xxx series alloys 
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in the aerospace sector are highly susceptible to severe localized corrosion (SLC), 
but adequate care should be taken in ensuring that the proposed replacements (the 
new generation Al-Cu-Li alloys) exhibit better in-service corrosion performances.

There are reports in the literature [1–3] comparing the corrosion resistance of 
selected conventional alloys to that of the new generation Al-Cu-Li alloys, and 
most of these studies were based on the use of electrochemical techniques [1, 3]. 
However, electrochemical techniques alone cannot give enough information about 
the corrosion behavior of these alloys. This is because electrochemical techniques 
are largely designed to generate data from activities occurring on the surfaces of 
materials. Sub-surface details from tens to hundreds of microns beneath the surface 
are very difficult to obtain via electrochemical methods. Attacks in precipitation-
hardened aluminum alloys can penetrate hundreds of microns beneath the surface 
as fissures with non-linear pathways that are difficult to follow from the surface. 
This is in addition to the fact that the attacks can also transit easily from one form to 
the other, and the active area of corrosion is very difficult to establish [4].

Thus, it is always important to examine the surfaces and cross-sections of the 
corroded alloys via microscopic techniques before concluding. In this regard, it is 
also important to mention that conclusions from nano to mesoscale microscopic 
approaches should be drawn with caution because even macro/microscale results 
can be very misleading if care is not taken.

In this work, the comparison between the corrosion resistance of the new 
generation Al-Cu-Li alloys and that of conventional aluminum alloys have been 
made using scanning electron microscopy with the results correlated with poten-
tiodynamic polarization results. Alloys from all the precipitation-hardened series 
(2xxx, 6xxx and 7xxx) were selected. The selected alloys are industrial alloys in 
the common tempers in which they are being employed. These alloys derive their 
strengths from the formation of finely and uniformly distributed nano-sized phases 
in their matrix. To accomplish the precipitation of these phases, alloying elements 
with reducing solid solubility as temperature decreases are used for this purpose. 
Examples of elements that fall into this category include, copper, magnesium, zinc 
and, lithium. The potentials of the intermetallic particles formed by these elements 
are often different from that of the matrix (i.e. these particles are either cathodic 
or anodic to the matrix) when exposed to aggressive environments, and this results 
in the development of localized corrosion which compromises the integrity of 
the alloys in service. The form and extent of localized corrosion are alloy specific. 
Establishing the severity and how insidious the different forms of attacks in com-
peting alloys are crucial to improving the performance of the components built 
from these alloys. Thus, in this work we have compared the forms and how insidi-
ous the corrosion attacks in selected industrially important alloys are, especially 
by contrasting between the attacks in new generation and conventional aluminum 
alloys in sea-water environment.

2. Experimental

The conventional alloys employed in this study are the AA2024-T3, AA6082-T6 
and the AA7050-T7451 alloys, and the new generation alloys are the AA2050-T84, 
AA2098-T351, AA2198-T8 and AA2198-T851 alloys. The compositions of these 
alloys are as presented in Table 1. These alloys are commercial alloys in the tempers 
in which they are mostly employed.

Prior to the corrosion tests, the samples were sequentially polished to a 1 μm 
surface finish using SiC papers and diamond pastes.
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The main investigation in this work was based on optical and scanning electron 
microscopy of the surfaces and cross-sections of the alloys after a 72 h corro-
sion immersion test in 3.5% NaCl solution. Polished samples of the alloys were 
employed, and beeswax was used to expose an area of 1 cm2 on the alloys.

Other corrosion tests employed in the investigation were potentiodynamic 
polarization tests, agar-gel visualization test and scanning vibrating electrode 
technique (SVET) measurements.

Potentiodynamic polarization curves of the alloys were obtained in the 3.5% 
NaCl solution. A three-electrode cell comprising the sample as the working elec-
trode, an Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a platinum wire as a counter electrode 
was employed for the polarization tests. The scans were initiated at −100 mV of the 
open circuit potential (OCP) values to +800 mV of the OCP. OCP measurements 
were conducted for 90 min prior to the polarization measurements, and a scan rate 
of 1 m V/s was employed.

Details of the agar-gel visualization test are similar to those reported in previous 
work from the same group [5], except that a universal indicator was employed this 
time in the place of phenolphthalein.

For the scanning vibrating electrode technique (SVET) measurements, an 
Applicable Electronic Produced SVET machine with an ASET 4.0 software was 
employed using a 5 mM NaCl solution. SVET maps and optimal images were 
obtained every 2 h. Further details on the SVET procedures can be found in a previ-
ously published work from the same group [6].

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis was conducted using a JEOL 
JEM 6010 LA and TM 3000 microscopes equipped with an energy-dispersive x-ray 
spectroscopy (EDS) detector. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was con-
ducted using a JEM-2100F microscope. The TEM samples were prepared by twin-jet 
electropolishing using 35% nitric acid in methanol after an initial thinning through 
grinding with SiC papers.

3. Results and discussion

The results of the corrosion studies are presented in two parts. Firstly, results 
from electrochemical analyses are presented and compared. Majorly, potentiody-
namic polarization and SVET results are compared, while agar visualization test was 
employed to understand the pH variation around an SLC site further. Subsequently, 
SEM examination of the surfaces and cross-sections of the alloys are presented and 
compared.

Cu Li Fe Zr Cr Mg Zn Si Mn Ag

AA2024-T3 4.2 0.2 0.1 1.6 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.15

AA2050-T84 3.64 1.0 0.04 0.12 0.36 0.02 0.39

AA2098-T351 3.4 1.0 0.04 0.4 0.3 0.02 0.05 0.003 0.3

AA2198-T8 3.32 0.96 0.005 0.51 0.31 0.004 0.004 0.002 0.26

AA2198-T851 3.31 0.96 0.004 0.4 0.31 0.01 0.03 0.25

AA6082-T6 0.33 0.74 0.05 0.71 0.40

AA7050-T7451 2.15 0.04 0.14 1.53 6.80 0.08

Table 1. 
Composition (wt. %) of the alloys used in this study.
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3.1 Electrochemical tests

3.1.1 Potentiodynamic polarization

Presented in Figure 1 are the potentiodynamic polarization results of the 
selected alloys in 3.5% NaCl solution. Figure 1a combines the potentiodynamic 
polarization curves of all the alloys investigated, while Figure 1a, b shows the 
curves of the new generation Al-Cu-Li alloys (AA2050-T84, AA2098-T351, 
AA2198-T8 and AA2198-T851) and the curves of the conventional alloys 
(AA2024-T3, AA6082-T6 and AA7050-T7451), respectively. Figure 1d is a plot of 
extrapolated corrosion potential (Ecorr) and pitting potential (Epit) values for the 
different alloys from the plots in Figure 1a (The Epit, in this case, is the potential 
beyond which there is a large increase in current density compared with the pseu-
dopassive region just above the Ecorr). These results show that, amongst the new 
generation alloys, the AA2050-T84 alloy with the lowest Ecorr value (≈−0.82 V) 
exhibited the highest tendency to corrode, while the AA2098-T351 and AA2198-T8 

Figure 1. 
Potentiodynamic polarization results of selected heat-treatable aluminum alloys in 3.5% NaCl solution.
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alloys, with the highest Ecorr values (≈−0.68 V), exhibited the lowest tendency 
to corrode. The Ecorr value (≈−0.76 V) of the AA2198-T851 alloy was in between 
those of the AA2050-T84 and AA2098-T351/2198-T8 alloys indicating that the 
AA2198-T851 alloy has more corrosion tendency than the AA2098-T351/2198-T8 
alloys but lower tendency than the AA2050-T84 alloy.

Nonetheless, all the new generation alloys exhibited pseudo-passive behavior 
under the conditions tested. The Epit – Ecorr difference shows the potential range 
for the active – pseudopassive behavior. Pseudopassivation occurs because of the 
formation of a non-protective oxide layer on the alloys [7, 8]. It should be noted 
that the Epits in these alloys are not the actual pitting potentials of the alloys. These 
alloys develop severe localized corrosion at OCP (i.e. at potentials lower than the 
pseudopassive range). The oxide formed after the active regions is only formed on 
non-pitting sites. And the contribution of the pitting sites to the total current is 
overshadowed by the current flowing from the larger surface with an oxide layer 
[8]. Thus, the pseudopassive current predominates at this potential range. However, 
after the potentials designated as Epits, the contribution of the pitting areas to the 
overall current flowing from the surface becomes significant [8] and superior to the 
pseudopassive current, and this leads to pronounced current density increase per 
potential.

For the conventional alloys, the AA7050-T8451 alloy, with an Ecorr value in 
the range of ≈−0.84 V, exhibited the highest tendency to corrode, followed by the 
AA6082-T6 alloy with an Ecorr value of ≈−0.72 V. The AA2024-T3 alloy, with an 
Ecorr value of ≈−0.63 V, exhibited the lowest tendency to corrode. Amongst the 
three conventional alloys compared, the AA2024-T3 alloy did not show any pseudo-
passive range in the condition tested. In fact, amongst all the alloys compared, the 
AA2024-T3 alloy was the only alloy that did not exhibit a pseudopassive behavior. 
This implies that the contribution of the pitting areas to the total current was 
significant (from potentials equal to or below the Ecorr) and swamped that from 
the oxide-covered surface. Thus, the AA2024-T3 alloy possibly presented a higher 
active pitting area compared with the other alloys.

Nonetheless, for all the alloys, AA2024-T3 > AA2098-T351/AA2198-T8 > AA608
2-T6 > AA2198-T851 > AA2050-T84 > AA7050-T7451 in terms of Ecorr values. Based 
on this, the AA7050-T7451 alloy exhibits the highest tendency to corrode and should 
be the most susceptible to corrosion amongst all the alloys. The AA7050-T7451 
alloy also presented the lowest potential at which the current from the pitting areas 
contributes significantly to the total current flowing from its surface. Also, it is 
expected that the AA2024-T3 alloy should exhibit the least tendency to corrode in 
NaCl environment amongst the alloys investigated. Also, since the new generation 
alloys have lower Ecorr values compared with the AA2024-T3 alloy, the new genera-
tion Al-Cu-Li alloys should be more susceptible to corrosion compared with the 
AA2024-T3 alloy.

However, potentiodynamic polarization results are not sufficient to establish the 
corrosion resistance of these alloys, especially as it is difficult to rely on extrapolated 
current density values for aluminum alloys in near-neutral NaCl environments. One 
of the reasons being that it is difficult to establish the active corroding area [4]. For 
a quick comparison, SVET immersion tests were conducted on samples represent-
ing the Al-Cu-Mg, Al-Cu-Li, Al-Mg-Si and Al-Zn-Mg series as presented in the 
section below.

3.1.2 SVET immersion tests

Figures 2 and 3 present the SVET result of the AA2024-T3 (Al-Cu-Mg), 
AA2198-T851 (Al-Cu-Li), AA6082-T6 (Al-Mg-Si) and AA7050-T7451 (Al-Zn-Mg) 
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alloys after 2 and 18 h of immersion (Two 2xxx series alloys were selected to have 
a conventional (AA2024-T3) and a new generation Al-Cu-Li alloy (AA2198-T851) 
representation. Also, the solution employed in this case was 5 mM NaCl solution. 
This solution is less aggressive compared with the 3.5% NaCl solution since it con-
tains less chloride ions, and it was chosen to allow for easy monitoring of the in-situ 
corrosion activities on the alloys with time.)

Pronounced anodic activities were observed on the AA7050-T7451 and 
AA2024-T3 alloys within the first 2 h of immersion (Figure 2). The SLC sites were 
easily discernible on the AA2024-T3 alloy (Figure 2b) but difficult to find on the 
AA7050-T7451 alloy (Figure 2h) at macroscale because of the nature of pit cover-
ing and corrosion product formation on the later alloy (this is discussed further in 
the section below). For the AA2198-T851 alloy, the anodic activities were not that 
pronounced (compared with these two alloys), and only traces of SLC sites were 
observed (an example is indicated by the red arrow). Localized activities associ-
ated with SLC were not observed on the AA6082-T6 alloy. The localized activities 
observed in the early hours were transient and no stable SLC site was initiated on 
this alloy after 2 h.

In the later hours of the test, the anodic activities were reduced at the surfaces 
of the AA2024-T3 and AA7050-T7451 alloys were pronounced SLC activities were 
observed because corrosion products had covered the sites on the AA7050-T7451 
and AA2024-T3 alloys. At this stage, visible SLC sites were evident on the 
AA2198-T851 alloy. However, corrosion products also formed on these sites and 
reduced the anodic activities recorded by the SVET. Again, for the AA6082-T6 alloy, 

Figure 2. 
SVET current density maps and optical images of the tested alloys in 5 mM NaCl solution after 2 and18 h of 
immersion.
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no trace of SLC activity was recorded by the SVET and the optical macrograph also 
did not reveal any trace of SLC site.

Presented in Figure 3 is a plot of the peak current density recorded on the 
alloys throughout the test. As evident, the highest peak current density values 
were recorded on the AA2024-T3 and AA7050-T7451 alloys. Peak current density 
values as high as 298.3 and 377.8 μA/cm2 were recorded on both alloys, respectively. 
Lower peak current density values were recorded on the AA2198-T851 alloy with 
the highest being in the range of 60 μA/cm2. For the AA6082-T6 alloy, the peak 
current density values were near zero with the highest being about 11 μA/cm2. The 
average peak current density values recorded on these alloys were 114.49 μA/cm2 
for AA7050-T7451, 73.03 μA/cm2 for AA2024-T3, 21.0 μA/cm2 for AA2198-T851 and 
2.38 μA/cm2 for AA6082-T6. This implies that the AA7050-T7451 alloy was the most 
susceptible and the corrosion rate on the alloy was the highest. However, it should 
be noted that the peak current values on this alloy were emanating from a few SLC 
sites compared with the AA2024-T3 alloy. The number of SLC sites were highest on 
the AA2024-T3 alloy, and high current density values were emanating from multiple 
sites across the surface of the alloy. This possibly explains why no pseudo-passivity 
was observed on the AA2024-T3 alloy during potentiodynamic polarization, since 
the sum of the current from the pitting sites would be very significant, swamping 
the total current flowing from the oxide-covered area.

The SEM images of the surfaces of the alloys before the removal of corrosion 
products show SLC sites on the AA2024-T3, AA7050-T7551 and AA2198-T851 alloys 
but not on the AA6082-T6 alloy (not even trenching associated with the cathodic 
Al-Fe-Si rich phases were observed on the AA6082-T6 alloy). The reason for the 
immaculate corrosion resistance of the AA6082-T6 alloy in the test environment 
used may be because of the insignificant amount of Cu. Galvanic coupling activities 
associated with Cu-rich particles are often more pronounced than those associated 
with Fe and Si-rich particles. The AA6082 alloy is, however, susceptible in chloride 
environment when Mg2Si particles are precipitated in the presence of precipitate 
free zones (PFZs) at the grain boundaries (GBs), and this is most common in the 
weld heat-affected zones and overaged temper (T7) of the alloy. For the other alloys, 

Figure 3. 
Plots of peak current density values recorded on the alloys during the SVET immersion test.
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the microstructural factors associated with the formation of SLC are readily present 
in their microstructure in the present tempers. These factors include S-phase and 
Cu-rich particle clusters for the AA2024, η phase (and its variants) and PFZs for 
AA7050, and T1 particles for the AA2198 alloy.

The SLC sites on these susceptible alloys were covered with corrosion products, 
and these sites were found within corrosion rings (especially as showcased in the 
SEM image of the AA2198-T851). The observed corrosion rings resulted from pH 
difference between the regions around the SLC pits and the surroundings. The 
reduction reaction of dissolved oxygen occurs in the surrounding region, while 
H+ ions are generated from the hydrolysis of Al3+ inside the pit. During the pitting 
process, the H+ ions migrate from within the pits to the mouths of the pits due to 
electrostatic potential difference [9]. Thus, H+ ions are present around the pit/SLC 
site and cause a local reduction in the pH around the pit mouths as evident in the 
agar-visualization result in Figure 4a–d (see the evolution of the sites labelled 1 and 
2). Also, although the predominant reduction of H+ to generate H2 bubbles occurs 
inside the pits, some of the ions are reduced around the pit mouths. What is clear, 
as will be seen in the section below, is that there is a boundary between the low pH 
region around the SLC sites and the high pH region surrounding the sites, and this 
boundary defines the domain of the corrosion rings as clearly depicted by the black 
arrow of the site labelled 2 in Figure 4a–d. The site labelled 1.

SEM analysis was further carried out after the removal of corrosion products 
on the surfaces of the alloys that exhibited SLC. In agreement with the SVET peak 
current density values, the width and extent of the attack on an SLC site were most 
pronounced on the AA7050-T7451 alloy. However, those of the AA2024-T3 were not 
as pronounced as expected especially when compared with those on the AA2198-T851 
alloy. Intergranular corrosion (IGC) expanding only within about 70 μm was observed 
on the surface of the AA2024-T3 alloy, whereas intragranular corrosion expanding 
beyond 100 μm was observed on the AA2198-T851 alloy. Also, it appears as if more 

Figure 4. 
Optical images showing the pH around SLC sites on AA2198-T851 alloy during agar visualization test and the 
corresponding surface after the removal of the gel.
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materials were consumed on the AA2198-T851 alloy compared with the AA2024-T3 
alloy. From these two alloys, the widths and the intensity of corrosion observed 
from the SEM images do not appear to correlate well with the current density values 
recorded during the SVET measurements. The peak current density values and the 
number of SLC sites indicate that the AA2024-T3 alloy was more prone to corrosion 
compared with the AA2198-T851 alloy. However, the SEM images of the surfaces after 
the corrosion test, tend to indicate otherwise. Also, the diameters of the corrosion 
rings were larger on the AA2198-T851 alloy compared with the AA2024-T3 alloy.

Nonetheless, the SVET results indicate that in order of rate of corrosion attack 
the AA7050 > AA2024 > AA2198-T851 > AA6082-T6 alloy. Thus, except for the 
AA6082-T6 alloy which exhibited no trace of corrosion during the test, the new 
generation AA2198-T851 Al-Cu-Li alloy is better than the conventional AA2024-T3 
and AA7050-T7451 alloys. However, it is difficult to relate the observed SVET results 
to those of the potentiodynamic polarization curves of the alloys based on Ecorr 
values. The only relatable correlation is the magnitude of the current density values, 
which is quite high for the AA2024 alloy in agreement with the predominance of 
the pitting current over the pseudopassive current from OCP as observed on the 
potentiodynamic polarization curve. Thus, to get more details in a bid to establish 
the corrosion resistance of the alloys, a non-electrochemical approach is needed.

3.2 Non-electrochemical approach

The non-electrochemical approach employed in this study involves optical and 
scanning electron microscopy analyses of the surfaces of the selected alloys after a 
72-h immersion test. The surfaces were examined before and after the removal of 
corrosion products. Following these, cross-sectional examinations of the corrosion 
attacks were then carried out.

Presented in Figure 6 are the optical images of the surfaces of the alloys after the 
immersion test. The new generation Al-Cu-Li alloys are placed on top—Figure 7a–d, 
while the conventional alloys are placed below, Figure 6e–g. At this scale, discern-
ible SLC pits were pronounced on the new generation Al-Cu-Li alloys with the 
AA2050-T84 alloy appearing to exhibit the most number of pitting sites. The con-
ventional alloys did not exhibit pronounced discernible pitting sites except for the 
AA7050-T7451 alloy (as depicted by the arrow). However, similar to the SVET sample, 
the surface of the AA7050-T7451 alloy was glossy and did not show any trace of corro-
sion (except for the area depicted with red arrow). No trace of SLC was found on the 
AA6082-T6 alloy at this scale. The AA2024-T3 alloy also appeared to show no trace of 
SLC sites when wet. However, after the surface was dried under an air stream, multiple 
SLC sites appeared to be present on the surface of the alloy. Thus, the optical micro-
graphs presented tend to show that the new generation Al-Cu-Li alloys are more prone 
to corrosion compared with the conventional alloys. Amongst the conventional alloys, 
the AA6082-T6 appeared to be the most resistant compared with the other two alloys.

However, polarization curves show that the AA6082-T6 and AA7050-T7451 alloy 
have high tendencies to corrode in the test environment. Thus, it is necessary to 
examine the extent of corrosion further at higher magnifications. In this regard, the 
surfaces of the corroded alloys and the cross-sections are examined using the SEM.

3.2.1 New generation Al-Cu-Li alloys

3.2.1.1 AA2050

Figure 5 presents the SEM images of the corroded surface and cross-section of 
the AA2050 alloy before and after the removal of corrosion products. The SLC sites 
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were situated within corrosion rings. The number of SLC sites per cm2 was about 
14. The corrosion features observed on the surface of the alloy suggest that the 
attack was predominantly intergranular, and the attacks were aligned according to 

Figure 6. 
Optical images showing the corroded surfaces of selected aluminum alloys after 72 h immersion in 3.5% NaCl 
solution at macroscopic scale.

Figure 5. 
SEM images of the corroded (a, b) surface of AA2050-T84 alloy ((a) before and (b) after the removal of 
corrosion products) and (c, d) cross-section showing the depth and different SLC types in the alloy.
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the direction of deformation (see the inset from the region highlighted with blue 
rectangle in Figure 5b). In certain regions, superficial attacks were observed at the 
mouths of the pits (as indicated by the green arrow in the inset Figure 5b). It does 
appear as if the corrosion products from the pit preferentially etches the surface 
around the pit mouth. As earlier mentioned, H+ ions migrate from within the pits to 
the mouths of the pits. This migration results in the decrease of the pH near the pit 
mouths. Thus, the local chemistry around the pit mouth is different from those in 
the surroundings. In this region, the solution can be aggressive owing to the reduced 
pH which can result in the mild attack of the surface of the alloy.

Cross-sectional images of the corroded AA2050-T84 alloy are presented in 
Figure 5c, d and Figure 8a, b. Attacks were observed penetrating as deep as 420 μm 
beneath the surface. Also, both intergranular and intragranular attacks were 
observed. The observed attack morphologies suggest that the attack initiated as 
IGC and then transited to intragranular. The magnified images in Figure 8 show the 
typical progression of the attack. Cu-rich particles were observed to promote the 
dissolution of the adjacent matrix in the direction of corrosion propagation. Non-
uniform precipitation was also observed as depicted in the images. The A-regions 
were richer in particles than the B-regions. This may affect the rapid propagation of 
the attack as observed since a galvanic cell will be most likely created between the 
particle-rich bands and the bands with lesser particles. Another interesting feature 
was the activities of redeposited Cu (Figure 8b). The re-deposited Cu promoted 
the dissolution of the matrix in a version similar to the Cu-rich particles. This 
sort of secondary attack caused the transition of the attack from intergranular to 
intragranular.

In the AA2050 alloy, initiation of IGC has been associated with Cu and Li enrich-
ment of the GBs although reports are associating the corrosion susceptibility of the 
AA2050 alloy with the activities of T1 particles at the GBs [10, 11]. A recent detailed 
report by Yan et al. [12] has shown that IGC attacks are most likely due to Cu-Li 
enrichment or the presence of S-phase at the GBs. Also, Guerin et al. [13] showed 
that, even though the T1 precipitates populated the GBs in AA2050 alloy, the IGC 
observed in the T34 alloy was not due to the activities of the T1 phase. Other fac-
tors, such as high level of misorientation, were suggested to have more influence on 
IGC susceptibility. Thus, the attack observed in this work probably initiated at the 
GBs due to Cu and Li enrichment of the GBs, but the transition to intragranular cor-
rosion occurred due to non-uniform precipitation, the presence of cathodic Cu-rich 
coarse particles in the corrosion paths, and the activities of re-deposited Cu which 
acted as local cathodic sites for the dissolution of the adjacent matrix.

3.2.1.2 AA2098-T351, AA2198-T8 and AA2198-T851

The corrosion behaviors of these alloys are very similar, and this is why they 
are grouped in this section. Figure 7 presents the SEM images of the surfaces and 
cross-sections of the AA2098-T351 alloy. The corrosion features in the three alloys 
are similar.

These alloys exhibited SLC sites formed within corrosion rings, and the attacks 
spread on the surfaces of the alloy with re-deposited Cu at the edges of the attacks. 
From the examination of the images of the surfaces after the removal of the cor-
rosion products, it was observed that the attacks spread laterally with that of the 
AA2098-T351 alloy being the most pronounced (as much as 2 mm). In addition to 
the lateral spread, undercutting also occurred for the three alloys. Furthermore, the 
number of pits per area were significantly lower compared with the AA2050-T84 
alloy - ranging between 3 and 8 per cm2 for the three alloys. The AA2198-T8 alloy 
was the least susceptible to corrosion. It exhibited the lowest number of pits per 
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area and the depth of attack was only in the range of 50 μm. The depth on the 
AA2098-T351 alloy was around 70 μm. The most susceptible of the three alloys was 
the AA2198-T851 alloy. The attack depth on this alloy was as much as 110 μm. The 
reason for the increased susceptibilities of the AA2098-T351 and AA2198-T851 alloys 
to corrosion is because of the “51” temper treatment. This treatment involves an extra 
deformation process which introduces more dislocations into the alloys. Dislocations 
are preferred sites for the precipitation of the T1 phase which is the phase respon-
sible for the formation of SLC in these alloys [6, 14–19]. Thus, the AA2198-T851 
and AA2098-T351 alloys contain more T1 particles, particularly the AA2198-T851 
alloy since it is artificially aged. The higher densities of the TI particles in these two 
alloys make them more susceptible compared with the AA2198-T8 alloy. And this is 

Figure 7. 
SEM images of the corroded surface of AA2098-T351 alloy (a, b) before and (c, d) after the removal of 
corrosion products. (e) A cross-sectional view of the corrosion.
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evident in the depths and spread of the attack. Nonetheless, the attacks on the three 
alloys spread more laterally and did not penetrate to very high depths as observed 
on the AA2050-T84 alloy. These three alloys, the AA2098-T351, AA2198-T8 and 
AA2198-T851, did not exhibit any form of intergranular corrosion. Also, it is impor-
tant to note that the coarse intermetallic particles in these alloys are not associated 
with the initiation of SLC. The coarse particles cause the localized dissolution of the 
surrounding matrix, and, consequently are associated with the formation of trenches 
and cavities (micro-pits).

The increased depth in the AA2050-T84 alloy may be associated with the highly 
localized regions of attack with pronounced non-uniform precipitation in bands. 
Another important factor to note is that the SLC initiation in the AA2098-T351, 
AA2198-T8 and AA2198-T851 alloys is associated with the T1 phase which is present 
in the interiors of the grains as shown in Figure 9. This results in the intragranular 

Figure 8. 
SEM images of the cross-section of AA2050-T84 alloy showing SLC morphology and non-uniform precipitation 
in the alloy.
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attack observed. The GBs in these alloys are resistant to corrosion as shown in 
previous works from the same group [20, 21]. On the other hand, the SLC initiation 
in the AA2050 alloy is associated with Cu and Li enrichment at the GBs [12]. This 
results in intergranular corrosion which transits to intragranular (due to the effects 
of non-uniform precipitation, cathodic Cu-rich particles and Cu-redeposition) 
and penetrates very deep into the alloy. Thus, the corrosion behaviors of the new 
generation Al-Cu-Li alloys are not the same, the corrosion morphology and rate 
in the AA2050 alloys are very different from those of the other new-generation 
Al-Cu-Li alloys. For the later alloys, the attacks propagate laterally, predominantly. 
What is however common amongst the alloys is that irrespective of whether the 
attacks are penetrating deeply into the alloy or spreading laterally, the deformation 
the alloys were previously subjected to played a role in the propagation of attacks. In 
the AA2098 and AA2198 alloys, the attacks spread laterally according to the rolling 
direction. Also, in the AA2050 alloy, the attack spread and penetrated according to 
the rolling effect. Thus, in these alloys, there is a relationship between deformation 
and the propagation of SLC.

3.2.2 AA2024-T3 alloy

Figure 10 presents the SEM images of the surface of the AA2024-T3 alloy before 
and after the removal of corrosion products. Before the removal of corrosion prod-
ucts, it was difficult to locate the SLC sites. After the removal, small-sized SLC sites 
were observed all over the surface of the alloy. The number of SLC sites per area 
was more than 400. The cross-sectional images presented in Figure 11 shows the 
attack depths and the corrosion morphologies. The region in brown square region 
in Figure 11a is further analyzed in Figure 12. Figure 11c and 11d are magnified 
images of the blue and green square regions in Figure 11a and 11b, respectively. The 
red arrows indicate intergranular attack, the blue arrows indicate trenched particles 
and the yellow arrows indicate regions that have been attacked intergranularly. 
Attacks were observed to have penetrated as deep as 220 μm. Thus, the attack on 

Figure 9. 
HAADF image of the grain interior of AA2198-T851 alloy showing the typical hexagonal T1 precipitates 
present in new generation Al-Cu-Li alloys.
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this alloy is very insidious since numerous small-sized attacks are penetrating very 
deep into the alloy without pronounced signs at the surface, especially during cor-
rosion as shown by the differences between the wet and dried surface in Figure 6.

SLC attacks in AA2024 alloy are usually nucleated at regions with clusters of 
Cu-rich particles irrespective of whether they are S-phase particles or not [22–27]. 
However, in this work, most of the particles analyzed in the vicinity of attacks were 
predominantly S-phase particles. This is not surprising since the S-phase constitutes 
more than 60% of the coarse intermetallic particles present in the AA2024 alloy 
[28]. The S-phase associated attack resulted in pitting and transition to intergranu-
lar attack as the attack propagated. This is reflected in Figure 11, where trenching 
around cathodic particles are also revealed. Also, partial consumption of particles 
which resulted from the heterogeneities of the individual particles was observed 
(Figure 12).

With respect to the attack features, three types of coarse particles were 
observed (Figure 12): highly heterogeneous particles (HT); more homogeneous 
particles (HM); and high Cu-containing particles (HC). Partial dissolution of 
particles is associated with the HT particles. From Figure 12, it can be seen that 
the HT particles contain regions that are richer in Cu relative to the other regions 
of the particles. The EDX analysis of the observed HT particles revealed that they 
were predominantly Al-Cu-Mg particles with significant differences in the weight 
percentages of the three elements. For instance, in one of the particles, the Al, 
Cu, Mg weight percentages were 25.16, 63.69 and 1.23, respectively, in one region 
and 35.29, 49.02 and 12.59 in another region. The presence of multi-components 

Figure 10. 
SEM images of the corroded surface of AA2024-T3 alloy (a) before and (b–d) after the removal of corrosion 
products.
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in a coarse particle has been previously reported in the literature [25, 29]. Micro-
galvanic coupling can occur within HT particles [29], and the micro-galvanic 
interactions between the compositionally different domains in the particles 
(and the matrix) possibly resulted in the selective dissolution of the most active 
regions in the particles. These regions are most likely richer in Mg compared with 
the other regions, and are, therefore, anodic both to the matrix and the other 
regions of the particles. The HM particles were not found to be associated with 
any form of corrosion activities in this work. They are possibly (Al,Cu)x(Fe,Mn)
ySi group of particles with lower Cu/Fe ratio as reported by Boag et al. [22] 
who also showed that trenches were not formed around these particles except 
after prolonged hours of exposure. The HC particles are Cu-enriched Al-Cu-Mg 
particles and Al-Cu-Fe-Mn particles. EDX analysis revealed that the Cu-enriched 
Al-Cu-Mg particles are dealloyed S-phase particles with Al and Mg contents in 
the range of 17 and 1.0 wt %, respectively, compared with 35.29 and 12.59 wt % 
of the HT particles. The selective leaching of the Al and Mg components resulted 
in the formation of Cu-rich remnants. The high Cu-content of the Al-Cu-Fe-Mn 
particles are associated with the re-deposition of Cu on these particles since they 
are cathodic particles [24]. The HC particles caused the dissolution of the adjacent 
matrix, and, hence, the formation of trenches.

From Figure 11, it is clear that there are links between the particle-associated 
attack and the GB attacks, and these links provide pathways for deep penetration 
into the alloy. However, it is important to note that the transition from pitting to 
intergranular corrosion is a typical corrosion characteristic of this alloy [30–32]. 

Figure 11. 
SEM images of the cross-section of corroded AA2024-T3 alloy showing different depths and morphologies of 
attacks.
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Also, because of the non-linear form of these links, the attacks branch significantly 
such that it is often difficult to follow the attacks from the surface to regions far 
beneath the surface through cross-sectional examination.

Unlike the new generation alloys, especially the AA2098 and AA2198 alloys, the 
initiation of SLC in the AA2024-T3 alloy is associated with the coarse intermetal-
lic phases, and the propagation of attack appears to have no relationship with the 
rolling direction. Also, far more SLC sites were observed on the AA2024-T3 alloy, 
and the attacks penetrated very deep into the alloy - twice as deep as those observed 

Figure 12. 
SEM images of the cross-section of a corroded AA2024-T3 alloy showing different types of precipitates 
with respect to the corrosion activities. These images were obtained from areas within the brown square in 
Figure 11a.
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on the new generation alloys (except for the AA2050-T84 alloy). This shows why 
the total current from the pits swamps that of the pseudopassive as observed on the 
polarization curves. Thus, it can be argued that the new generation Al-Cu-Li alloys 
(except for the AA2050-T84 alloy) are more corrosion resistant compared with the 
AA2024-T3 alloy.

3.2.3 AA6082-T6

Presented in Figure 13 are SEM images showing the corroded surfaces of the 
AA6082-T6 alloy before and after the removal of corrosion products and the cross-
sectional image obtained afterwards.

In this alloy, the predominant form of corrosion was trenching, and cavity 
(micro-pit) formation and this was associated with the activities of the coarse 
Fe-rich particles. The Fe-rich particles were the predominant coarse particles on 
this alloy. The formation of SLC was very rare. In fact, only a site was found in the 
entire area exposed, and it was not pronounced. The observed SLC was intergranu-
lar (Figure 13d) and penetrated only as deep as 30 μm. The formation of IGC in 
this alloy is as a result of the formation of Mg2Si particles at the GBs with widened 
precipitate free zones (PFZs) [33] as typified in the TEM image in Figure 14a. The 
Mg2Si (β) phase is highly anodic to the Al matrix [34, 35]. The absence of precipi-
tates at regions immediately adjacent to the GBs promotes galvanic interactions 
between a highly anodic Mg2Si phase and the PFZs. Upon exposure, the Mg compo-
nent of the Mg2Si phase is selectively dissolved leaving behind a Si-enriched particle 

Figure 13. 
SEM images of the corroded surface of AA6082-T6 alloy (a, b) before and (c) after the removal of corrosion 
products. (d) Cross-section of the corroded alloy showing the intergranular attack.
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remnant. Although some authors have argued that Si-enriched particles rapidly 
form SiO2 in the presence of water and are therefore not effective cathodes [36–38], 
it is believed that this remnant is cathodic and causes the dissolution of the adjacent 
PFZs [33, 39]. An example of the activities of the Si-enriched Mg2Si particles can be 
seen in Figure 14b, c. The images provided were obtained from a mildly corroded 
region of an AA6082-T6 sample that was exposed to 3.5% NaCl solution for 7 days. 
The corrosion products were not removed before obtaining the images. From these 
images, it can be seen that the Si-enriched particles cause the dissolution of the 
adjacent matrix leading to the selective dissolution of the GB.

Nonetheless, the AA6082-T6 alloy is the most resistant to corrosion amongst the 
selected alloys compared—the number of SLC sites per area and the depth of SLC 
penetration were the lowest. This agrees with the SVET result.

3.2.4 AA7050-T7451

Figures 15 and 16 present the SEM images of the corroded surfaces (before 
and after the removal of corrosion products) and the cross-section of the 
AA7050-T7451 after the 72-h immersion test. Figure 15b is a magnified image of 
the marked region in Figure 15a. As with the other alloys, corrosion rings were 
also formed around SLC sites. However, except for the highly pronounced region 
of attack, the corrosion products blended well with the surface and covered 

Figure 14. 
(a) TEM bright-field image showing widened PFZ and Mg2Si precipitates at the grain boundary of the 
AA6082-T6 alloy. (b) SEM images showing Si-enriched remnants at the GB of the corroded surface of 
AA6082-T6 alloy.
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pitting sites smoothly. And this is the reason behind the glossy appearance of the 
surface at macro-scale (Figure 6h). After the removal of the corrosion products, 
pronounced SLC sites numbering up to 24 per cm2 were revealed. The SLC was 
predominantly IGC, but other forms of intragranular corrosion were also observed 
(see Figure 16c and the region labeled z in Figure 16d). Furthermore, superficial 
IGC were observed across the entire surface examined (Figure 16e). It is clear 
from the images in Figure that the selective dissolution of the particles precipitated 
at the GBs plays an important role in the IGC attack. In the 7xxx series alloys, the 
η(Zn2Mg) phase and its variants are usually associated with IGC [40–42]. This 
phase is highly active compared with the matrix of the alloys and preferentially 
dissolves upon exposure to aggressive media. The potential difference between a 
widened PFZ and the grain interior also plays a role in the selective dissolution of 
the GBs in 7xxx series alloys [43].

The SLC attacks propagated according to the elongation induced by the prior 
deformation process. The SLC attacks penetrated as deep as 143 μm into the alloy 
(Figure 16f). The SEM image in Figure 16c shows that the propagation of the SLC 
was also affected by grain specific bands similar to the grain features revealed by 
Donatus et al. [44, 45]. Again, superficial dissolution of regions around some pit 
mouths, similar to what was revealed on the AA2050 alloy, were observed. This 
further shows the effect of the local chemistry changes around the mouths of 
the pits.

Figure 15. 
SEM images of the corroded surface of AA7050-T7451 alloy before the removal of corrosion products showing 
different types of SLC sites on the alloy.
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Compared with the new-generation Al-Cu-Li alloys, the AA7050-T7451 alloy 
is far more susceptible to corrosion both in terms of depth of penetration (except 
for the AA2050-T84 alloy) and the number of attacks per cm2. Also, the attack on 
AA7050-T7451 is far more insidious compared with all the alloys tested since it is 
very difficult to detect at macro-scale.

4. Summary

Table 2 gives a summary of the corrosion type, morphology and the microstruc-
tural features associated with the corrosion of the selected aluminum alloys.

Figure 16. 
SEM images of the corroded (a–e) surface and (f) cross-section of AA7050 alloy after the removal of corrosion 
products. Different forms of corrosion including a superficial form of intergranular attack (e) were observed.
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Presented in Figure 17a are curves showing the peak depth of corrosion 
attack and the number of SLC sites per cm2 for the selected alloys. In terms of 
depth of penetration, the most corrosion-resistant alloy is the AA6082-T6 alloy 
followed by the new-generation AA2098-T351, AA2198-T8 and AA2198-T851 
alloys. The “51” treatment increased the susceptibility of the later alloys. The 
corrosion rate of the AA2050-T84 is the highest with the attack penetrating twice 
as deep as that of the nearest alloy (the AA2024-T3) alloy. In terms of the number 
of pits per cm2, the AA2024-T3 presented the highest number followed by the 
AA7050-T7451 alloys. These two alloys, alongside the AA2050-T84 alloy, are the 
least corrosion-resistant alloys.

Figure 17b shows the length of the spread of SLC on the surfaces of the alloys. 
Although the new generation Al alloys are more resistant in terms of corrosion pen-
etration and the number of pits per cm2, these alloys presented the largest lengths 
of SLC attacks on the average. This was most evident in the AA2098-T351 alloy. 
These alloys only exhibited an intragranular form of attack and this form of attack 
only propagated and spread laterally, but predominantly according to the direction 
of deformation.

It is also important to note that the corrosion behaviors of the Al-Cu-Li alloys 
are not the same. Different factors trigger and promote SLC in these alloys. The 
AA2050-T84 alloy presented a very different degree of susceptibility and morphol-
ogy in comparison with the other third-generation Al-Cu-Li alloys namely, the 
AA2098-T351, AA2198-T8 and the AA2198-T851 alloys. However, it is important to 
state that the AA2098 alloy is a precursor to the AA2198 alloy [46]. This probably 
explains why their corrosion behaviors are similar. It is also very evident from the 
results that, except for the AA6082-T6 alloy, every other alloy that exhibited IGC 
presented very high rates of corrosion attack penetration. The new generation 
Al-Cu-Li alloys (except for AA2050-T84) that exhibited only intragranular corro-
sion were more resistant to corrosion penetration.

Alloy SLC type and morphology Associated microstructural features/

phases

AA2050-T84 Predominantly IGC and pitting developed 

from IGC

Deeply penetrating and less branched attack

GB enrichment [12, 13].

Redeposited Cu.

Non-uniform precipitation of particles.

AA2098-T351 Intragranular attack (no IGC)

Exfoliating layers in attacked grains.

Shallow and laterally spreading attack.

Intragranular T1 particles.

AA2198-T8 Same as AA2098-T351. Same as AA2098-T351.

AA2198-T851 Same as AA2098-T351 + band-like attack. Same as AA2098-T351.

AA2024-T3 Predominantly IGC and pitting with particle 

consumption, and particle-GB linked attack.

Deeply penetrating and highly branched 

attack.

S-phase and heterogeneous Cu-rich 

particles.

AA6082-T6 IGC

Less pronounced penetration.

Mg2Si (β) particles and precipitate free 

zones at GBs.

AA7050-T7451 IGC, pitting and intragranular band-like 

attack

Deeply penetrating and less branched 

attack.

Zn2Mg (η) and η-phase variants at GBs 

[40–42], and the presence of PFZs [43].

Table 2. 
Summary of SLC type and morphology and associated microstructural features and phases in the alloys 
investigated.
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Furthermore, there seems to be a strong relationship between the direction of 
attack propagation and spread with the direction of deformation. This was evident 
in at least five out of the seven alloys investigated. Also, all the alloys exhibited 
trenching and the formation of cavities (micro-pits). These types of attack are 
associated with the activities of cathodic coarse intermetallic particles.

In conclusion, the new generation aerospace alloys (except for the AA2050-T84) 
are more resistant to corrosion than the conventional aerospace alloys (AA2034-T3 and 
AA7050-T7451) but are less resistant compared with the AA6082-T6 alloy. It was difficult 
to fully establish these differences from electrochemical approaches (especially from the 
potentiodynamic polarization technique). Thus, it is advisable always to employ a non-
electrochemical approach when the corrosion resistance of Al alloys are to be compared, 
and this can be combined with electrochemical techniques to gain more insight.
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